
Noise reduction
and walking comfortReinventing

flooring technology



Natural, reusable
and recyclable

Excellent
thermal insulator

Good resilience,
excellent compressibility
and recovery

Walking
comfort

Hypoallergenic

Noise reduction

Cork, an exceptional
raw material
Cork comes from the bark of the cork oak tree
(Quercus Suber L). It is a plant tissue, 100% natural,
which covers the trunk and branches.

It consists of a honeycomb-like structure of microscopic
cells filled with an air-like gas and coated mainly with
suberin and lignin. One cubic centimetre of cork contains
about 40 million cells.

Cork is known as “nature’s foam” due to its alveolar
structure. Cork is lightweight, airtight, watertight, resistant
to acids, fuels, and oils and impervious to rotting.

Cork is sustainably harvested by specialized professionals
without damaging the trunk. The cork oak tree re-grows the
outer bark layer and is harvested every 9 years.
Over the course of its lifetime, which lasts about 200 years,
the bark will be harvested 17-20 times. Cork is a natural
material which is both renewable and recyclable.

Flooring



Our experience has led to the development of unique 
technical components for the flooring industry – Noise 
Reduction Technology (NRT). 

Amorim Cork Composites is able to produce sheets, 
panels or rolls to be used as: top layer, inlay, core layer  
and pre-attached underlayment.

Amorim Cork Composites tries to be aware of consumer 
trends expecting innovation and to correspond to their 
expectations, as well as to the flooring manufacturers’ 
expectations in terms of their industrial needs. We have a 
vision based on innovation, uniqueness and technology.

Amorim Cork Composites 
is able to supply all the 
components of the floor, 
except the floor itself!

Extensive experience  
in the flooring industry

With the Double Belt Press (DBP) technology, we are 
able to produce high-density rolls with a maximum 
width of 6.9 feet. 

We have the capability to supply products specifically 
designed for the customer’s process.



The use of a NRT pre-attached underlayment acts like 
the traditional underlay, preventing the transmission of 
mechanical energy through the slab. The perfect energy 
attenuation is provided by the engineered combination of 
different cork granules, targeted to be underneath MDF, 

plywood, staves, WPCs or polymer or polymer composite 
substrate. A pre-attached underlayment cork layer on the 
reverse side dulls impact noise and improves the laying 
characteristics of the flooring.

Units NRT 49 NRT 62

Density lb/ft³ 12.7 - 17 22.5 - 28

Compressibility at 100 psi % 15 - 35 10 - 30

Recovery at 100 psi % ≥ 70 ≥ 70

Tensile Strength psi > 29 > 87

Availability - Rolls & Sheets

Width (minimum - maximum) in 4 - 49 4 - 83

Length (minimum - maximum) in sheets: 24 - 118
rolls: 24 - equivalent to Ø39

sheets: 24 - 118
rolls: 24 - equivalent to Ø47

Finish - NA Calibrated 1 side

The data provided in this brochure refers to typical figures. This information is not intended to be used as a purchasing specification and does not imply suitability for use in any specific 
application. Failure to select the proper product may result in either product damage or personal injury. Please contact Amorim Cork Composites regarding recommendations for specific 
applications. Amorim Cork Composites expressly disclaims all warranties, including any implied warranties of merchantability or of fitness for any particular purpose. Amorim Cork Composites 
shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or punitive damages as a result of using the information listed in this brochure, any of its material specification sheets, its 
products or any future use or re-use of them by any person or entity. For contractual purposes, please request our Product Specifications Sheet (PDA).

NRT Pre-Attached 
Underlayment

Attached layer acts like traditional 
underlayment, improving impact  
noise reduction.

NRT Noise Reduction Technology
Soft touch and silence thanks to cork 

Impact noise insulation  
as part of the system



NRT Pre-Attached 
Underlayment

Build a final 
flooring thinking 
about customers 
feelings

As a pre-attached underlayment, agglomerated 
cork is part of sensorial perception since 
the first experience with the floor arising the 
positive feelings that are associated with cork.

However, cork is not only a marketing tool, in 
fact cork brings technical benefits and, when 
used as pre-attached underlayment, it is an 
excellent option to improve impact noise 
reduction.



AMORIM CORK COMPOSITES USA 
26112 110th Street 
Trevor, WI 53179 
USA 
T. +1 262 862 2311 
F. +1 262 862 2500 
E. acc@amorim.com

www.amorimcorkcomposites.com
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